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nThrive Discusses Improving Patient Satisfaction and Increasing Cash Flow Velocity at
HIMSS 2017
The most comprehensive revenue cycle improvement resource invites attendees to join a panel
discussion at HIMSS 2017
Orlando, Florida, February 19, 2017 – nThrive™, an independent Patient-to-Payment℠ solutions
company will showcase its revenue cycle portfolio and thought leadership at the 2017 HIMSS
Conference. The company will also be receiving a category leader award from KLAS.
nThrive will host a Lunch and Learn panel discussion focused on how market trends shape the
holistic, integrated revenue cycle of the future - particularly a sophisticated, comprehensive
Patient Access solution. The panel will reveal how health care organizations can maximize cash
flow and increase the level of patient satisfaction. The two industry expert presenters will relate
organizational Patient Access challenges, the approach to resolve the problems, and the results
and outcomes achieved through focus on the front end of the revenue cycle. The Lunch and
Learn panel discussion will be held Monday, February 20, 2017, from 11:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
at Room 202C. A full lunch and beverages will be provided. Register for the Lunch and Learn,
“How improvements in Patient Access can save the health of your business” here.
Also at HIMSS, nThrive will be awarded 2017 Category Leader in Transcription at the KLAS
Awards Reception on Sunday, February 19th. nThrive consistently demonstrates industry
leadership with its long history of excelling in Transcription Services with awards for Best in
KLAS in the 2014, 2013 and 2012 KLAS Software and Services Report. The Best in KLAS
report recognizes companies that have made significant strides to improve health care.
The esteemed Category Leader rankings are awarded by considering 25 performance criteria in
five categories. nThrive’s combination of technology, processes and services accelerates
turnaround time, reduces costs, minimizes capital outlay and transforms dictation into
meaningful clinical information for ultimate patient care while achieving financial goals.
In the exhibit hall, visitors to nThrive booth #4995 can participate in a hands-on demonstration
and learn how patients find coverage and meet financial obligations, plus partner with health
care provider to optimize revenue cycle functions using nThrive’s Patient Access Management
tools.
HIMSS attendees can explore other aspects of the nThrive portfolio, including:


Patient Access platform







Revenue cycle advisory solutions and outsourcing services
KnowledgeSource®, nThrive’s preeminent data source for all coding regulations
nThrive Education revenue cycle eLearning and competency management solution
nThrive Analytics platform that drives hospital and practice improvement insights
MACRA Management Solution

About nThrive
From patient-to-payment, nThrive provides all the technology, advisory expertise, services,
analytics and education programs health care organizations need to thrive in the communities
they serve. Formerly known as MedAssets, Precyse and Equation, nThrive is built on a legacy
of excellence. Most recently, nThrive acquired Adreima, a provider of patient-centered,
clinically integrated revenue cycle services that help patients find coverage and meet their
financial obligations, while partnering with health care providers to optimize revenue cycle
functions. While the individual companies were leaders in their own right, they have combined
talents and capabilities into a single enterprise. For more information, please visit
www.nThrive.com.

